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NEW TITLES
ANGEL
EXPERIMENT

ASTROLOGY
FOR BEGINNERS

ESSENTIAL OILS
FOR BEGINNERS

by Corin Grillo
RRP:$34.00
9781608686254
New World Library
Paperback
224 pages

by David Pond
RRP:$36.00
9780738758206
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages

by Kac Young PhD
RRP:$36.00
9780738762739
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

Corin Grillo offers a variety of techniques for various
life challenges and the specific angels to be approached. Her down-to-earth spiritual wisdom shows
that anyone, believer or skeptic, can tap into a power
just waiting for us to ask.

Professional astrologer David Pond introduces you to
the most important topics of astrology, including the
zodiac signs, elements, planets, houses, and more.
He then builds on the basics to teach you how to
interpret your astrological chart and those of the people in your life.

This approachable guide makes it easy to achieve
vibrant health and wellness through the use of twenty
essential oils specifically chosen for their versatility
and practicality. Author Kac Young shows you how
these oils can be made into cleaning products, massage oils, aromatics, aphrodisiacs, magical formulas,
and more.

CLUTTER
REMEDY

MEET
YOUR KARMA

MODERN
WITCH

by Marla Stone
RRP:$34.00
9781608686292
New World Library
Paperback
256 pages

by Shelley Kaehr
RRP:$38.00
9780738762173
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

by Devin Hunter
RRP:$52.00
9780738757247
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages

Whether it’s the refrigerator or New Year’s resolutions,
piles of books or boxes of heirlooms, Marla Stone
helps readers eliminate physical and emotional road
blocks and guides them toward surroundings that
reflect not just who they are but also who they want to
be.

MEET YOUR KARMA shares amazing case studies
from Shelley Kaehr's hypnotic-regression practice,
demonstrating the unique tools and strategies she
uses to help her clients clear disruptive past-life trauma and emotional blockages.

The esthetic meets the esoteric as author and creator
Devin Hunter shows how to work magic for love,
healing, protection, prosperity, and divination. With
these insightful tips and techniques, you don't need to
wait for fate, you can create your own.

LATEST TAROT DECKS
ESSENTIAL
TAROT DECK

FRIDA KAHLO
TAROT DECK

by Pablo Montt
RRP:$40.00
9788865276501
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Deck

by Lo Scarabeo
RRP:$40.00
8420707451745
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Deck

Created by the Chilean artist, Pablo Montt, this deck
has reduced the symbology of the Tarot to its essentials. The deck provides an amazingly clear experience when reading it: the minimalistic approach allows
more and more of the reader's intuition and experience to fill the cards, creating a uniquely rich reading.
78 full colour cards & instructions

Features unique portraits of this beloved painter in
addition to beautiful imagery that is perfect for readers
and collectors. Representing the spirit of strength and
avant-garde charisma, the FRIDA KAHLO TAROT
DECK speaks to the emotions and feelings common
to all human beings as it is seen in art, life, and culture.

INVERSION
TAROT
IN A TIN
by Paul Mathison
RRP:$45.00
9781572819948
US Games Systems
Tarot Deck
INVERSION TAROT is based on and inspired by the
mid-century artwork originally created in 1960 by Paul
Mathison for the Rolla Nordic Tarot. This deck follows
the ancient Marseille tarot tradition. The pocket-sized
deck includes 78 black and white cards and 64-page
booklet in a handy tin. Booklet includes instructions for
two tarot spreads.

LATEST ORACLE DECKS
FAIRY WISDOM
ORACLE DECK
AND BOOK SET
by Amy Brown
& Nancy Brown
RRP:$60.00
9781572819924
US Games Systems
Cards
Amy Brown's FAIRY WISDOM ORACLE DECK AND
BOOK SET provides a bridge to the elemental realms,
beyond the world we perceive with our senses. These
spiritual dimensions are inhabited by charming fairies,
angels, dragons, elves and other elemental guides,
who interconnect with us for mutual development.

MYSTICAL HEALING
READING CARDS
by Inna Segal (Auth)
& Jake Baddeley (Illust)
RRP:$35.00
9781925924183
Rockpool Publishing
Cards
The MYSTICAL HEALING READING CARDS deck
offers a life-changing opportunity to release you from
fear, anxiety, negative ancestral patterns and karma. It
leads you to develop your capacity to understand your
karmic destiny.

THANK
FORWARD
KIT
by Julie Shields
& Mia Logan PhD
RRP:$60.00
9780764358647
Red Feather
Cards
Awaken a rich spirit of gratitude in yourself and others
with THANK FORWARD KIT, a 21-card actionoriented kit inspiring acts of kindness, joy, and appreciation. Bursting with colorful, heart-centric art and
featuring a companion guide, the kit introduces you to
21 unique themes, each designed for spreading gratitude.
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NEW TITLES
FAST
ASLEEP

INTENTIONAL
TAROT PB

DREAM
DICTIONARY

by Dr Michael Mosley
RRP:$35.00
9781760850784
Simon & Schuster
Paperback
320 pages

by Denise Hesselroth
RRP:$38.00
9780738762579
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

by Eric Ackroyd
RRP:$25.00
9781783253593
Aster
Hardback
320 pages

Dr Michael Mosley brings together the latest science
to explain exactly what happens to us when we sleep
and why it is so important that we get enough of it. He
explains why so many of us struggle with sleep, what
works and what doesn't.

Denise Hesselroth shows you that divination is only
the first step - once you have the facts, what will you
do with them? INTENTIONAL TAROT PB helps you
get "off book" while doing readings and adds a proactive element to your practice.

LLEWELLYNS
COMPLETE BOOK
OF CEREMONIAL
MAGICK PB

LLEWELLYNS
LITTLE BOOK
OF DRAGONS
by Shawn MacKenzie
RRP:$28.00
9780738761725
Llewellyn
Hardback
240 pages
This beautiful hardcover book provides everything you
need to become a cryptoherpetologist--a student and
researcher of these fantastic creatures. Discover the
different dragon species and their histories.

The book introduces the classic theories of Freud and
Jung, to more recent ideas on dream analysis, it
provides a wealth of background information on the
study of dreams and on the images examined in the
dictionary section.

LIFE DESIGN
FOR WOMEN
by Ariane Burgess
RRP:$30.00
9781620559154
Findhorn Press
Paperback
160 pages

by Llewellyn
& Various Authors
RRP:$85.00
9780738764726
Llewellyn
Paperback 672 pages

LIFE DESIGN FOR WOMEN engages you in a simple,
reflective visioning process to help you redesign your
life to be more satisfying, meaningful, and aligned with
your goals.

This new title includes more than 650 pages of fascinating insights into the history and contemporary
practice of ritual magick. With contributions from
dozens of top authors.

HERBAL INSPIRATION CHILDREN’S
CHILDREN’S BOOKS
ALLIE ALOE
THE COOLEST HERB
IN THE GARDEN
by Lynn & Craig Kirkland
RRP:$17.00
9780473474058
Herb World Ltd
Paperback
24 pages
Allie's the guy with the coolest touch. Grow aloe in
your garden. It can do so much!
Allie is so versatile and as he 'raps and rhymes' you
too can find out how to use the coolest herb, aloe, in
your daily life.

The Herb World books were created from
the desire to share the magic that nature
has to offer with children and inspire the
next generation to connect with nature.

Miss Calendula is Little Miss Fix It.
She is happiest when she is helping and teaching
children how this wonderful herb can be used.

Now you can visit Herb World Farm near
Ashhurst in the Manawatu region.
PROFESSOR
ROSEMARY
SHARES HIS SECRET

by Lynn & Craig Kirkland
RRP:$17.00
9780473461614
Herb World Ltd
Paperback
24 pages

SIR THYME
SLAYS THE GERMS
by Lynn & Craig Kirkland
RRP:$17.00
9780473461669
Herb World Ltd
Paperback
24 pages

by Lynn & Craig Kirkland
RRP:$17.00
9780473473778
Herb World Ltd
Paperback
24 pages

Sir Thyme slays the germs to keep you fighting fit.
Learn how the herb with the tiniest leaves can really
pack a punch.

Professor Rosemary lives in Herb World. He shares
his secret weapon with the elves.
Find out how you too can use his secret for studying,
exams and enhancing your memory.
Visit our website www.akasha.co.nz

TO ORDER:

by Lynn & Craig Kirkland
RRP:$17.00
9780473460860
Herb World Ltd
Paperback
24 pages

Herb World features herb characters in the
beautiful setting of Herb World who share
their knowledge through interactive and
engaging stories,

NURSE LAVENDER
TO THE RESCUE

Nurse Lavender loves showing children how to use
lavender to heal and soothe and make things better.

MISS CALENDULA
SAVES THE DAY
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